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BUNDLES AND JET SPACES 
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Dedicated to Professor Otakar Borůvka on the occasion of his ninetieth birthday 

(Received May 22, 1987) 

Summary. We deduce that all natural transformations of the functor of the r-th order tangent 
vectors into itself are the homotheries only. We also determine all natural transformations of the 
r-th order jet functor into itself. 
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Using a general method developed in [5], we first deduce that all natural transfor
mations of the r-th order tangent functor Tr into itself are the homotheties only. 
From the general point of view it is worth pointing out that this property is related 
with the fact that Tr does not preserve products, and to contrast it with a recent 
result by G. Kainz and P. Michor, [3], which describes all natural transformations 
of the product-preserving differential geometric functors in terms of the homomor-
phisms of the related Weil algebras. Then we prove in a similar way that for r ^ 2 
the only natural transformations of the r-th jet functor Jr into itself are the identity 
and the contraction, while in the first order case, in which we deal with vector bundles, 
we have the one-parameter family of all homotheties. The authors hope that this 
interesting fact on a certain rigidity of the higher order jet spaces will lead to a deeper 
understanding of some general features of the higher order differential geometry. — 
All manifolds and maps are assumed to be infinitely difFerentiable. 

1. Let Tr*M = Jr(M, R)0 be the space of all r-jets of a manifold M into R with 
target 0. Since R is a vector space, Tr*M has a canonical structure of a vector bundle 
over M. The dual vector bundle TrM : = (Tr*M)* is called the r-th order tangent 
bundle of M, [8]. Given a map /: M -» N9 the jet composition Vv-> Vojxf9 Ve 
e T}*X)N9 determines a linear map T}*X)N -> Tr*M. The dual map TrM -» T}(x)N 
will be denoted by Trf and called the r-th order tangent map of/ at x. This defines 
a functor V from the category Jtf of all manifolds and maps into the category "T^ft 
of vector bundles. 

If xl are some local coordinates on M, then the induced fibre coordinates 
uh uiii2,..., uiltJr (symmetric in all indices) on Tr*M correspond to the polynomial 
representant u^x1 + uili2x

(lxi2 + ... + uiltmmirx
li ... xlr of any element U e Tr*M. 
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A linear functional on T*M with the fibre coordinates Xl
9X

ull
9 ...9X

il"ir (sym
metric in all indices) lias the form 
(1) Xlut + Xl^uili2 + ... + Xl^uilmmmh. 

Let yp be some local coordinates on N9 let Yp
9 Y

PlP2
9...9 Y

Pl'"Pr be the induced fibre 
coordinates on TN and let yp = fp(xl) be the coordinate expression of a map 
f:M -+ N. Evaluating the jet composition Vojxf9 Ve Tj*x)N9 we deduce by (l) the 
following coordinate expression of Tf9 cf. [4], 

V . XL* + i J^L.^ + ... + 1 *? ' . ^ - . v 
oV 2!oV1oV2 r!3xfl...OV' 

v ' oV1 OV' 

yPl.-Pr _ dfPl df^ Xil...ir 
dxh '" oV' 

where the dots in the middle row denote a polynomial expression, each term of 
which contains at least one partial derivative of fp of an order at least two. 

Since T is a functor with values in the category if &9 for every k e R the homotheties 

(3) (k)r
M: TM -> TM , Xt->kX 

represent natural transformations of T into itself. 

Proposition 1. All natural transformations T -> T form the one-parameter 
family (3) with any fe e R. 

Proof. First, consider T as a functor on the subcategory Mfn c Mf of all 
n-dimensional manifolds and their local diffeomorphisms. Since T is an r-th order 
functor, its standard fibre S = TQRH is a GJj-space, where Gn means the group of all 
invertible r-jets of Rn into Rn with source and target 0. By (2), the action of an element 
(flj, al

hh9..., flJlmir) e Gr
n on (Xl

9 X
h\ ..., X'*™1') e S is 

(4) K< = ajX̂  + fl j^w- +... + a;,...^1--

Xi^i' = ai
j\...a

ifXh-J' + ... 

Xh-ir = ^ . . . a j ^ 1 " ^ 

where the dots in the middle row denote a polynomial expression, each term of which 
contains at least one of the quantities ahJ29..., ah„jr. In the sequel we shall write 
shortly {X\X^\ . . . ,X'1^) = {Xi9X29 ...9Xr). 

According to a general theory, cf. [2], [7], the natural transformations T -> T 
are in bijection with GJ|-equivariant maps/: S -> S. There is a canonical injection i: 
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GL(n, R) -> Gn transforming every matrix into the r-jet at 0 from the corresponding 
linear transformation of R\ The subgroup i(GL(n, R)) cz Gn is characterized by 
ajij2 = 0,..., a)lmmjr = 0. First consider the equivariancy of / = (fx, ...,/r) with 
respect to the homotheties a) = k5). Using (4) we obtain 

(5) kf,(Xl9 ...,XS, ...,Xr) = f,(kXu ..., ksXs,..., krXr) 

ksfs(Xu...,X„...,Xr) = fs(kXu ..., ksX , krXr) 

kyr(xu ...,XS, ...,xr) =fr(kxu..., ksxs,..., krxr). 

To discuss (5), we need the following simple property of the globally defined smooth 
homogeneous functions, a proof of which can be found e.g. in [9]. 

Lemma. Let g(xl, yp,..., zr) be a smooth function defined on Rm x R" x ... x Rp, 
and let a > 0, b > 0,..., c > 0, d be real numbers such that 

(6) kdg(x\ yp ..., z1) = g(kaxi, khyp,..., kczf) 

for every real fc > 0. Then g is a sum of polynomials of degrees I; in x\ r\ in 
yp,..., C in z* satisfying 
(1) at + bt) + ... + c^ = d. 

If there are no non-negative integers £,.»;,...,£ with the property (7), then g is the 
zero function. 

According to this lemma,/! is linear in Xt and independent of X2, ...,-Kr, while 
fs = 9s(Xs) + K(X±,..., Ks-1)> where gs is linear in Xs and hs is a certain polynomial 
in Xu . . . ,KS .1 , 2 ̂  s ^ r. Considering the equivariancy of/ with respect to the 
whole subgroup i(GL(n, R)), we find that gs is a GL(n, R)-equivariant map of the 
s-th symmetric tensor power SsRn into itself. By the classical theory of the invariant 
tensors, gs = csXs (or, explicitly, gh"is = csX

li-ia) with any c.eR, cf. [1]. 
Further, consider the equivariancy with respect to the kernel of the jet projection 

Gn -> G* = GL(n, R), which is characterized by a) = S). Then the first line of (4) 
implies 
(8) ctX> + a^c.X^ + h^iX,)) + ... + a'j^Xcj"™*' + 

+ h'^iXl,.:.,Xr.l)) = Cl{X' + a'j^X^ + ... + a^jX»~>'). 

Setting a)x_jt = 0 for all s > 2, we find c2 = ct and hJlj2(Xt) = 0. By a recurrence 
procedure of this type we further deduce cM = ct and ftJ|,i*(X1, ...,XJ_1) = 0 
for all s = 3, ...,r. 

This implies that the restriction of every natural transformation V -> V to each 
subcategory Jtfn c Jlf is a homothety with a coefficient kB. Taking into account 
the injection R" -> RB+m, (x l 5 . . . , xB) -> (xl5 ...,xn, 0, ...,0), we find kn+m = ka 

for all m and n. This completes the proof of Proposition 1. 
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2. Let/: M -> M be a local diffeomorphism and let a: AT -> N be any map. Then 
there is an induced-map Jr(/, g) from the space Jr(M9 N) of all r-jets of M into N 
into Jr(Af, N) given by 

(9) J'(f,g)(X) = (fyg)oXo{fnx)f->) 

where x = aX or y = PX is the source or the target of K e Jr(M, N) and the inverse 
m a p / " 1 is constructed locally, cf. [6], This defines a functor Jr from the product 
category Jlfm x ^ / into the category of fibred manifolds (we consider Jr(M9 N) 
as a fibred manifold over M x N). 

Denote by $: M -> N the constant map of M into jeJV. Obviously, the assignment 

X i-i'JlxPX js a (trivial) natural transformation of Jr into itself called the contraction. 
For r = 1, Jl(M9 N) coincides with Horn (TM9 TN)9 which is a vector bundle over 
M x N. 

Proposition 2. For r = 2 the only natural transformations Jr -> Jr are fhe 
identity and the contraction. For r = 1 all natural transformations J1 -> J1 

/0rm fhe one-parameter family of homotheties A »-> fcA, fc e R. 

Proof. We shall consider the subcategory Jtfm x J{fn c ^ / m x ^#/ only, 
since the remaining part of the proof is quite similar to the end of the proof of 
Proposition 1. The standard fibre S = Jo(Rm, Rn)0 is a Gm x Gr-space, see [6]. 
The action of (A9 B)E Gm x Gr on X e S is given by the jet composition 

(10) X = BoXoA~x . 

Quite analogously to the classical case, the natural transformations Jr -> Jr are 
in bijection with the Gm x Gr-equivariant maps / : S -> S. 

Write .4- 1 = {a), ..., a'JlnJr), B = ( # , ..., &J...J, X = (Xf, . . . ,n. . . ,v) = 
= (Xt9 ...,Kr). First, consider the equivariancy of / = (ft, ...,/ r) with respect 
to the homotheties a) = fc"1^} in i(GL(m,R)). This gives the homogeneity con
ditions of type (5). Taking into account the homotheties bp = k5p in i(GL(n9 R)), we 
further find 
(11) kft(Xt9...9Xr) =ft(kXt9...9kXr) 

kfr(Xt9...9Xr)=fr(kXt9...9kXr). 

Applying our lemma to both (5) and (11), we deduce that/5 is linear in Xs and in
dependent of the other coordinates, s = 1,..., r. Further, consider the equivariancy 
with respect to the subgroup i(GL(m, R)) x i(GL(n9 R) c Gm x Gr. This yields 
that fs corresponds to a GL(m9 R) x GL(n, R)-equivariant map of R" ® 55Rm* 
into itself. By Lemma 3 of [5], we have/s = csXs (or, explicitly, /f,...fj = csX

p
h%i^ 

with any cs e R. 
For r = 1 we have deduced ff = ctX

p
i9 which proves Proposition 2. For r =2 

consider the equivariancy with respect to the kernel of the jet projection Gm x 
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x G.7 -* Gm x G.J. Taking into account the coordinate form of the jet composition, 
we find that the action of an element ((<5j, a^), (<5£, bp

qr)) on (Xp
i9 Xp

tj) is Xp = XP and 

(12) Xp
ij = Xp

J + bp
qrX]Xrj + Xp

ka
k
ij. 

Then the equivariancy condition for fPj reads 

(13) c2X>u + clb'^X) + ClXMj = c2{X>u + b*qrX\Xrj + X>ka
k
u). 

This implies ct = c2 = 0 or ct = c2 = 1. Assume by induction that Proposition 2 
holds for the order r — 1. Consider the equivariancy with respect to the kernel of 
the jet projection Gm x Gn-> Gr

m
x x G^"1. The action of an element ((<5j, 0,..., 0, 

aIi...Ir)> (5«> °> •••> °> 62i...J) l e a v e s x*> —>xr-i unchanged and 

(14) K£...řr = xi„ir + b^xii ...X% + KH...Í, • 
Then the equivariancy condition for//j...ir requires 
(15) c,Xl„ir + Abl^XH ..• XI + ClX>al^ = 

= c(*iU + ^...^.' - n + -̂ K... J • 
This implies cr = c t = 0 or 1, QED. 
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Souhrn 

PŘIROZENÉ TRANSFORMACE TEČNÝCH VEKTORŮ VYŠŠÍHO ŘÁDU 
A JETOVÝCH PROSTORŮ 

Iv AN KOLÁŘ, GABRIELA VOSMANSKÁ 

Dokazuje se, že všechny přirozené transformace funktoru tečných vektorů Mého řádu do sebe 
jsou pouze homotetie. Určují se rovněž všechny přirozené transformace funktoru jetu Mého řádu 
do sebe. 
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Резюме 

НАТУРАЛЬНЫЕ ПРЕОБРАЗОВАНИЯ РАССЛОЕНИЙ КАСАТЕЛЬНЫХ 
ВЕКТОРОВ ВЫСШЕГО ПОРЯДКА И ПРОСТРАНСТВ СТРУЙ 

1УАИ КоьАк, ОЛВШЕЬА У О З М А ^ К А 

Показывается, что гомотетии являются единственными естественными преобразованиями 
функтора касательных векторов высшего порядка в себя. Определяются также все естествен
ные преобразования функтора струй любого порядка в себя. 

АшНогх* аййгеме*: I. Ко1аг, Ма1ета1юку й з ^ С8АУ, МепсИоуо пат. 1, 662 82 Вгпо; 
О. Уозтапзка, ка1ес!га та1етаИ'ку 1езп.скё Гакику У32 Вгпо, 2етё(Шзка 3, 613 00 Вгпо. 
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